Installation Steps For Pet Cot Bed With Canopy
Ⅰ.Parts List

Number

Parts Name

Item

Quantity
XL/48"

A

Long Metal Pipe

2

B

Bed Leg

4

C

Short Metal Pipe

6

D

Plastic Part

4

E

Bed Support Leg

2

F

Cover

1

G

Canopy

1

H

Tent Polo

4

I

Carry bag

1
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Ⅱ. Installation Steps For Pet Cot Bed
Please read notes on page3 before assembling

⑵
⑴

Insert 2 bed legs B into metal pipe A

Separate the velcro on the back of cover
and insert the matal pipe A into the fabric
as illustrated

⑷

⑶
Insert 2 metal pipes C into the bed legs
B as illustrated

⑸

Firstly, connect 2 plastic parts D to the bed support leg E
as illustrated, then insert plastic parts D to metal pipes C

⑹

Insert 2 metal pipes C into the plastic part D
Repeat (4), Insert 2 metal pipes C into the
plastic part D
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Connect metal pipe A with 2 bed legs B
then insert B into pipe C

⑺

⑻

Put hardly and over the metal pipe A
then stick the velcro (See note 3)

Turn over and flat the pet cot

Notes:
1. To keep the bed and cover flat, please adjust the fabric with some force to make them in
right position when assembling
2. For step ⑴- ⑹, please align metal pipes with plastic parts first, then insert the
pipes into the plastic parts
3. For step ⑺, the velcro may not be completely covered, as the cover being used for a period
of time, it will be a little loose than before, then you could pull and cover the velcro completely.

Ⅲ . Installation Steps For Canopy

⑽

⑼

Insert 4 tent poles H to the plastic connectors through
the holes on the canopy

Parts G and H required
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⑾

⑿

Canopy finished!( Noted: to connect the canopy with
the pet cot correctly, big angles of canopy
should be ponited to long sides of the cot
small angles to short sides)

Plug the tent ends to the corners of the cot

⒁

⒀

Finished! (Note: The canopy side
with plastic conectors is outward)

Secure the canopy with the bungee
cords at each corner of the bed legs B

Ⅳ. Important information:
This pet cot is not a toy, although it made by sturdy steel pipe, plastic parts and oxford fabric
but is still cannot being teared, bit and scratched by pet for long time. Try to avoid this damage
We recommend you accompany and train your lovely pet, so they could get used to the pet
cot and it also will be durable for longer time.
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